Get started

1. Go to https://sauder-ubc.12twenty.com/
   - Sign in with your CWL login & password

2. Access the Research Tools from the homepage

3. Explore the Salary Database
   - Compare new grad salary data for different industries, employers, cities, etc.
   - Find data to help you negotiate salaries

4. Adjust filters to find the data you want
   - Use filters to see data by different attributes like industry, employer, function, program, etc.
   - The top filter always has to be selected for the data to show
   - Use to find more attributes and click every time you change the filters to update the data
5. Don’t forget to scroll down the page
- Adjust the filters to get different results
- Click the different headers (Employer, Job Title, etc.) to find more job details related to the above salary data

6. Explore SEAT’s other Research Tools

**Outcomes Index**
- Compare compensation & the number of offers accepted by UBC Sauder grads for different employers, industries, functions, etc.

**Offer Timeline**
- Learn when most UBC Sauder grads receive job offers for different employers, industries, cities, etc.

**Offer Job Source**
- Find out how UBC Sauder grads landed their jobs
- Click “change” to see data by employer, industry, city, etc.

**Offer Trends**
- Find out how job offers for various employers, industries, cities, etc. trend over time

About the data
- The data in SEAT comes directly from UBC Sauder grads
- All individual responses in SEAT are kept strictly confidential and only reported in aggregate form to protect privacy
- Adjust the Research Tools filters to access job placement data for business school grads from across Canada, the U.S., and the U.K. (use the “Data Source” filter)